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An invitation
What is your first or near-first memory of instruction on how to move your body in a particular way? Maybe your story comes from the world of sport, having a coach demonstrate the right way to throw a ball, run and kick simultaneously, or run backward. Perhaps a parent or family elder told you to "sit up at the table, " or "chew with your mouth closed, " or some other sort of instruction related to eating.
Or, perhaps your story takes place in school: a teacher giving a direct lesson on proper desk posture, hand position when holding a pencil, or appropriate position for reading. One of my most profound memories of instruction for the body occurred at school, but the lesson was given by my then dearest friend Meredith, in 7th grade. We were in the school cafeteria. Over our lunches of hamburger and tater tots, we talked about our days, and whether we were going to have a sleepover at her house that weekend. As lunch ended, we got up to empty our trash and return the trays to their cart. As I walked back to Meredith to go to our 5th period class, she conveyed something that even then I knew was important.
"You walk so heavy and swing your arms too much, " Meredith critiqued. "Don't stomp and keep your arms at your sides, here, like this, " she said, as she demonstrated the daintier, feminine gait that she thought was appropriate for all girls. Indeed, her walk did appear different from the way I felt my body moving when I walked. I walked with a distinct purpose, a direction, fast and focused. Meredith's walk was more graceful and gentle, aiming in a direction but not nearly as hurried and stiff as my gait. Meredith's instructions were jarring in their force. Her critique reminded me that I was visible and that others were watching. She framed the gendered and classed social environment in which I was operating at school and she gave me clear advice on how to participate more appropriately (expectedly) within it.
Such lessons are ubiquitous, particularly in school. This ubiquity has the paradoxical effect of concealing our awareness of the comprehensive impact of these lessons. The fact that teachers, parents, and other children are consistently giving feedback on corporeal presentation and performance has a puzzlingly persuasive influence on our consciousness of our bodies. The ways in which we move our bodies throughout our lives-the gestures we make, the way we hold our hands, our gait, our stance, our facial expressions-are the comprehensive expression of a lifetime of ordinary moments and points of feedback. As literary theorist
